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WEIGHTED PROJECTIVE LINES ASSOCIATED TO
REGULAR SYSTEMS OF WEIGHTS OF DUAL TYPE
ATSUSHI TAKAHASHI
Abstract. We associate to a regular system of weights a weighted projective line over
an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero in two different ways. One is defined
as a quotient stack via a hypersurface singularity for a regular system of weights and the
other is defined via the signature of the same regular system of weights.
The main result in this paper is that if a regular system of weights is of dual type
then these two weighted projective lines have equivalent abelian categories of coherent
sheaves. As a corollary, we can show that the triangulated categories of the graded
singularity associated to a regular system of weights has a full exceptional collection,
which is expected from homological mirror symmetries.
Main theorem of this paper will be generalized to more general one, to the case when
a regular system of weights is of genus zero, which will be given in [KST3]. Since we
need more detailed study of regular systems of weights and some knowledge of algebraic
geometry of Deligne–Mumford stacks there, the author write a part of the result in this
paper to which another simple proof based on the idea by Geigle–Lenzing [GL2] can be
applied.
1. Introduction
Let W := (a1, a2, a3; h) be a tuple of four positive integers. If it satisfies a certain
combinatorical condition, it is called a regular system of weights. Let k be an algebraically
closed field of characteristic zero. The condition is equivalent to the condition that for a
polynomial in k[x, y, z]
fW (x, y, z) =
∑
a1i1+a2i2+a3i3=h
ci1i2i3x
i1yi2zi3 , ci1i2i3 ∈ k,
with generic coefficients ci1i2i3 , Spec(k[x, y, z]/(fW )) has at most an isolated singularity
only at the origin [S1]. Since fW is weighted homogeneous, one naturally associates to W
the following quotient stack:
CW := [Spec(RW )\{0}/k∗] ,
where we set k∗ := Spec(kZ). CW is a Deligne–Munford stack regarded as a smooth
projective curve Proj(RW ) with a finite number of isotropic points on it.
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On the other hand, to the signature AW = (α1, . . . , αr) of W , a combinatorically
defined multi-set which can be identified with the multi-set of orders of isotropy group at
isotropic points on Proj(RW ) [S2], one can associate the algebra following Geigle–Lenzing
[GL1]
RAW ,λ := k[X1, . . . , Xr] /Iλ ,
where Iλ is an ideal genarated by r − 2 homogeneous polynomials
Xα11 +X
α2
2 +X
α3
3 , X
α1
1 + λiX
α2
2 +X
αi
i , λi ∈ k\{0, 1}, i = 4, . . . , r.
Since RAW ,λ is graded with respect to an abelian group
L(AW ) :=
r⊕
i=1
Z ~Xi
/(
αi ~Xi − αj ~Xj; 1 ≤ i < j ≤ r
)
,
one can consider the quotient stack
CAW ,λ := [Spec(RAW ,λ)\{0}/Spec(kL(AW ))] .
CAW ,λ is a Deligne–Mumford stack whose underlying quotient scheme is a smooth projec-
tive line (it is easy to see that RAW ,λ ⊃ k[Xα11 , Xα22 ] as a subring). Properties of categories
coh(CAW ) and Dbcoh(CAW ) are extensively studied by Geigle–Lenzing [GL1].
It is very natural and intersting problem to compare CW with CAW ,λ as algebraic
stacks. We have the following result.
Theorem 1.1 (Main Theorem 5.1). Let W be a regular system of weights of dual type.
One can choose a weighted homogeneous polynomial fW so that it induces an equivalence
of abelian categories:
coh(CW ) ≃ coh(CAW ). (1.1)

One of motivations of this work is to study a qualitative structure of the triangulated
category DgrSg(RW ) := D
b(gr-RW )/D
b(grproj-RW ). In particular, we have been intersted
in finding a ”nice” or ”special” full strongly exceptional collection of DgrSg(RW ) by using
graded matrix factorizations. So far, we have succeeded to obtain it in [T2] for Al-type,
in [KST1] for ADE-type and in [KST2] for the case ǫW = −1.
It is in general a very difficult problem, however, by the main theorem in this paper
combining with a result by Orlov [O], one has a slightly weaker statement for any regular
system of weights of dual type:
Corollary 1.2 (Corollary 6.3). Let W be a regular system of weights of dual type. The
triangulated category DgrSg(RW ) has a full exceptional collection (E1, . . . , EµW∗ ). 
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This is expected from the homological mirror symmetry conjecture that predicts
the existence of a triangulated equivalence DgrSg(RW ) ≃ DbFuk(fW ∗) ≃ DbFuk→({γ•})
where Fuk→({γ•}) is the directed Fukaya category associated to a distinguished basis of
vanishing graded Lagrangian submanifolds {γ•} = {γ1, . . . , γµ} in the Milnor fiber of the
dual regular system of weights (see Section 7 for details).
We give here an outline of the paper. Section 2 introduces the definition of a regular
system of weights and several invariants of it given in [S1] and [S2]. Section 3 explains the
notion of the topological mirror symmetry and the duality of regular systems of weights
defined in [T1] and [S2]. Most of results in this paper rely on the classification of regular
systems of weights of dual type and several data given explicitly by them. In Section
4, after preparing some defintions and reviewing a construction of weighted projective
line by Geigle–Lenzing [GL1], we characterize a special subring RW of their homogeneous
coordinate ring RAW of a weighted projective line, which will play a key role in our story.
Section 5 gives the main theorem of this paper. Its proof uses the data of invariants
of regular systems of weights of dual type, which we gave in Appendix. We shall give an
application of this result in Section 6. Section 7 explains the homological mirror sym-
metry conjecture of hypersurface singularities and one of our motivations of the paper.
In particular, it is discussed that the bounded derived category of coherent sheaves on
a weighted projective line associated to a regular system of weights of dual type is ex-
pected to be triangulated equivalent to the derived category of a directed Fukaya category
associated to a cusp singularity associated to the dual signature.
Main theorem of this paper will be generalized to more general one, to the case
when a regular system of weights W is of genus zero, i.e., when g(Proj(RW )) = 0, which
will be given in [KST3].
Acknowledgment. The author would like to thank Hiroshige Kajiura and Kyoji
Saito for valuable discussion. This work was partly supported by Grant-in Aid for Scien-
tific Research grant numbers 17740036 from the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports,
Science and Technology, Japan.
2. Regular Systems of Weights
In this paper, we denote by k an algebraically closed field of characterictic zero.
Definition 2.1 ([S1]). Let ai, i = 1, 2, 3 and h be positive integers.
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(i) We call a tuple of integers W := (a1, a2, a3; h) a regular system of weights if
gcd(a1, a2, a3; h) = 1 and a rational function:
χW (T ) :=
3∏
i=1
1− T h−ai
1− T ai , (2.1)
is a polynomial in T .
(ii) The integers ai are called weights of W and h is called the coxeter number of W .
The next proposition relates combinatorics of regular systems of weights with ge-
ometries of hypersurface singularities.
Proposition 2.2 ([S1]). The following conditions are equivalent:
(i) W = (a1, a2, a3; h) is a regular system of weights.
(ii) There is at least one weighted homogeneous polynomial in k[x, y, z]
f(x, y, z) =
∑
a1i1+a2i2+a3i3=h
ci1i2i3x
i1yi2zi3 , ci1i2i3 ∈ k,
such that the hypersurface {(x, y, z) ∈ k3 | f(x, y, z) = 0} has at most an isolated
singularity only at the origin.
(iii) There is a non-empty dence subset of
{g(x, y, z) ∈ k[x, y, z] | g(x, y, z) =
∑
a1i1+a2i2+a3i3=h
ci1i2i3x
i1yi2zi3 , ci1i2i3 ∈ k, }
such that any polynomial f(x, y, z) belonging to that set defines the hypersurface
{(x, y, z) ∈ k3 | f(x, y, z) = 0} which has at most an isolated singularity only at
the origin.

Remark 2.3. We shall see later that one can somtimes choose in (iii) a ”canonical”
polynomial, which will be one of keys to prove the main theorem in this paper.
Definition 2.4 ([S1]). Let W be a regular system of weights.
(i) The positive integer µW defined by
µW :=
3∏
i=1
h− ai
ai
(2.2)
is called the rank or the Milnor number of the regular system of weights W .
(ii) The integer ǫW defined by
ǫW :=
(
3∑
i=1
ai
)
− h (2.3)
is called the minimal exponent or the Gorenstein parameter of W .
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(iii) There are finite number of integers m1 < m2 ≤ · · · ≤ mµW−1 < mµW such that
Tm1 + · · ·+ TmµW = T ǫWχW (T ).
Each integer mi is called an exponent of W , which satirfies the property
mi +mµW−i+1 = h, i = 1, . . . , µW . (2.4)
Define more ”geometric” invariants for regular systems of weights, whose meanings
will be clear in later sections.
Definition 2.5 ([S1][S2]). Let W = (a1, a2, a3; h) be a regular system of weights.
(i) The genus of W is a non-negative integer gW defined as the number of exponents
of W equal to 0.
(ii) Set m(ai, aj : h) := #{(u, v) ∈ (Z≥0)2 | aiu + ajv = h}. Consider the following
multi-set of positive integers
A′W := {ai | h/ai /∈ Z, i = 1, 2, 3}
∐
{gcd(ai, aj)(m(ai,aj :h)−1) | 1 ≤ i < j ≤ 3},
where we mean by gcd(ai, aj)
(m(ai,aj :h)−1) that the integer gcd(ai, aj) appears
m(ai, aj : h) − 1 times in A′W . Let AW be a subset of A′W consists of integers
greater than 1 such that A′W = AW
∐{1s} for some s ∈ Z≥0.
(iii) The pair (gW ;AW ) is called the signature of W . If gW is 0, then we often omit
gW and call AW the signature of W .
Remark 2.6. Usually, we shall write AW as (α1, . . . , αr) so that 2 ≤ α1 ≤ α2 ≤ · · · ≤ αr
for some r ∈ Z≥0.
Definition 2.7 ([S2]). Let W be a regular system of weights.
(i) The polynomial
ϕW (λ) :=
µW∏
i=1
(λ− e[mi
h
]), e[∗] = exp(2π√−1∗), (2.5)
is called the characteristic polynomial of W .
(ii) A set of integers M(W ) such that
ϕW (λ) =
∏
i∈M(W )
(λi − 1)eW (i) (2.6)
is called the classifying poset of W .
(iii) The dual characteristic polynomial ϕ∗W (λ) of W is a polynomial
ϕ∗W (λ) :=
∏
i∈M(W )
(λi − 1)−eW (h/i). (2.7)
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Remark 2.8. M(W ) is always well-defined since ϕW (λ) is a cyclotomic polynomial. It
is a partially ordered set (poset) with respect to the division relation on integers.
3. Duality of Regular Systems of Weights
In this subsection, we recall the notion of the duality of regular system of weights
discussed in [S2] and [T1].
Definition 3.1. LetW be a regular system of weights and G be a finite abelian subgroup
of GL(3, k), whose elements are of the form diag(e[ω1α1], e[ω2α2], e[ω3α3]) where ωi :=
ai/h and αi ∈ Z.
For a pair (W,G), set
χ(W,G)(y, y¯) :=
(−1)3
|G|
∑
α∈G
χα(W,G)(y, y¯), (3.1)
χα(W,G)(y, y¯) :=
∑
β∈G
∏
ωiαi 6∈Z
(yy¯)
1−2ωi
2
(
y
y¯
)−ωiαi+[ωiαi]+ 12
×
∏
ωiαi∈Z
e
[
ωiβi +
1
2
]
1− e [(1− ωiβi)] (yy¯)1−ωi
1− e [ωiβi] (yy¯)ωi ,
(3.2)
where [ωiαi] denotes the greatest integer smaller than ωiαi. We call χ(W,G)(y, y¯) the
orbifoldized Poincare polynomial of (W,G).
Remark 3.2. Note that if we put T h = yy¯, we have
χW (T ) = χ(W, {1})(y, y¯).
By this orbifoldized Poincare polynomial χ(W,G), one can define the following no-
tion of the duality among pairs (W,G):
Definition 3.3 (Topological Mirror Symmetry). Let (W,G) and (W ∗, G∗) be pairs as in
Definition 3.1. A pair (W ∗, G∗) is called topological mirror dual to a pair (W,G), if
χ(W ∗, G∗)(y, y¯) = (−1)3y¯cˆWχ(W,G)(y, y¯−1), (3.3)
where cˆW := 1− 2 ǫWh .
Let W be a regular system of weights. We shall call the group generated by
diag(e[ω1], e[ω2], e[ω3]) the principal discrete group for W and denote it by G
0
W . As a
special case of topological mirror symmetry, we define the following duality of regular
systems of weights:
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Definition 3.4 ([T1]). Let W and W ∗ be regular systems of weights. W ∗ is said to be
dual to W if
χ(W ∗, {1})(y, y¯) = (−1)3y¯cˆWχ(W,G0W )(y, y¯−1). (3.4)
Proposition 3.5 ([T1]). Let W and W ∗ be regular systems of weights. W ∗ is dual to W
if and only if W ∗ is ∗-dual to W in the sense of K. Saito [S2], more precisely, if and only
if
ϕW ∗(λ) =
∏
i∈M(W ∗)
(λi − 1)eW∗(i) =
∏
i∈M(W )
(λi − 1)−eW (h/i) = ϕ∗W (λ), (3.5)
and W ∗ = (lm − l + 1, mk −m + 1, kl − k + 1; klm+ 1) when W = (lm −m + 1, mk −
k + 1, kl − l + 1; klm+ 1). 
Remark 3.6. If W ∗ is dual to W , then W ∗ is uniquely determined by W and (W ∗)∗ =
W . Therefore, one sees that these two equivalent notions of duality define equivalence
relations.
Definition 3.7. A regular system of weights W is called of dual type if W has the dual
regular system of weights W ∗.
Proposition 3.8 ([S2]). Let W be a regular system of weights W of dual type. Then, the
signature (gW ;AW ) of W is of the form (0;α1, α2, α3). 
Remark 3.9. Regular systems of weights of dual type is classified into five types with
respect to the classifying posetM(W ). See Appendix for details of their data, i.e., weights,
dual weights, signatures, and so on.
4. Weighted Projective Lines Associated to AW
Definition 4.1 ([GL1]). Let W = (a1, a2, a3; h) be a regular system of weights of genus
0 and AW = (α1, . . . , αr) be its signature.
(i) Consider an abelian group generated by r-letters ~Xi (i = 1, . . . , r),
L(AW ) :=
r⊕
i=1
Z ~Xi
/(
αi ~Xi − αj ~Xj; 1 ≤ i < j ≤ r
)
. (4.1)
It is an ordered group with L(AW )+ :=
∑r
i=1 Z>0
~Xi as its positive elements.
(ii) An element ωAW := (r− 2) ·~c−
∑r
i=1
~Xi is called the dualizing elment of L(AW ),
where ~c := α1 ~X1 = · · · = αr ~Xr.
(iii) Let α := lcm(α1, . . . , αr). The degree map is a group homomorpshim deg :
L(AW ) −→ Z defined on generators by deg( ~Xi) := α/αi. The degree map deg is
an epimorphism and deg( ~X) = 0 if α · ~X = 0. Note that deg(~c) = α.
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(iv) Define an L(AW )-graded k-algebra by
RAW ,λ := k[X1, . . . , Xr] /Iλ , (4.2)
where Iλ is an ideal genarated by r − 2 homogeneous polynomials
Xα11 +X
α2
2 +X
α3
3 , X
α1
1 + λiX
α2
2 +X
αi
i , λi ∈ k\{0, 1}, i = 4, . . . , r. (4.3)
RAW ,λ is non-negatively graded.
If r = 3, then we shall write RAW ,λ as RAW for simplicity.
Denote by modL(AW )-RAW ,λ the abelian category of finitely generated L(AW )-graded
RAW ,λ-modules and denote by torL(AW )-RAW ,λ the full subcategory of modL(AW )-RAW ,λ
whose objects are finite dimensional L(AW )-graded RAW ,λ-modules.
Definition 4.2. Define an algebraic stack CAW ,λ by
CAW ,λ := [Spec(RAW ,λ)\{0}/Spec(k · L(AW ))] . (4.4)
The abelian category coh(CAW ,λ) of coherent sheaves on the algebraic stack CAW ,λ is equiv-
alent to modL(AW )-RAW ,λ/torL(AW )-RAW ,λ.
L(AW ) has a special subgroup isomorphic to Z as we shall see below, which will be
identified with the Lie algebra of k∗ acting on the hypersuface singularity defined by W .
Definition 4.3. Let W = (a1, a2, a3; h) be a regular system of weights of dual type.
Choose a triple ~lW := (~l1,~l2,~l3) of elements in L(AW )+ as follows (see also Appendix):
Type of W ~l1 ~l2 ~l3
I ~X1 ~X2 ~X3
II ~X1 + ~X3 p1 ~X3 ~X2
III ~X1 + ~X2 + ~X3 p1 ~X3 p1 ~X2
IV p3
p2
~X2 + ~X3 p1 ~X3 p1 ~X2
V ~X2 + l ~X3 ~X1 + k ~X2 ~X3 +m~X1
We shall call ~lW the principal generators of W .
Lemma 4.4. Let W = (a1, a2, a3; h) be a regular system of weights of dual type and
~lW = (~l1,~l2,~l3) be its principal generators. There exists a unique element ~ωW ∈ L(AW )
such that
(i) −ǫW · ~ωW = ~ωAW
(ii) ai · ~ωW = ~li for i = 1, 2, 3.
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Proof. By direct calculations, one sees that
ai · ~ωAW = −ǫW · ~li and ai · ~lj = aj · ~li, for all i, j = 1, 2, 3. (4.5)
Note also that there exists k1, k2, k3 ∈ Z such that
∑3
i=1 kiai = 1 since gcd(a1, a2, a3) = 1.
(Existence) Set ~ωW :=
∑3
i=1 ki · ~li. Then
−ǫW · ~ωW =
3∑
i=1
ki(−ǫW · ~li) =
3∑
i=1
ki(ai · ~ωAW ) = (
3∑
i=1
kiai) · ~ωAW = ~ωAW .
Moreover,
a1 · ~ωW =a1k1 · ~l1 + a1k2 · ~l2 + a1k3 · ~l3
=(1− k2a2 − k3a3) · ~l1 + a1k2 · ~l2 + a1k3 · ~l3
=~l1 + k2(a1 · ~l2 − a2 · ~l1) + k3(a1 · ~l3 − a3 · ~l1)
=~l1.
In a similar way, it is shown that a2 · ~ωW = ~l2 and a3 · ~ωW = ~l3.
(Uniqueness) Suppose that an element ~ω′W ∈ L(AW ) satisfies the two conditions (i)
and (ii) above. Then,
~ω′W = (
3∑
i=1
kiai) · ~ω′W =
3∑
i=1
ki(ai · ~ω′W ) =
3∑
i=1
ki · ~li = ~ωW .

Remark 4.5. Let W = (a1, a2, a3; h) be a regular system of weights of genus 0 and
AW = (α1, . . . , αr) be its signature. Then one has
deg(~ωW ) = −deg(ωAW )
ǫW
= −(r − 2) · deg(~c)−
∑r
i=1 deg(
~Xi)
ǫW
=
h
a1a2a3
· α, (4.6)
where α := lcm(α1, . . . , αr).
This element ~ωW ∈ L(AW ) leads to the following definition:
Definition 4.6. Let W be a regular system of weights of dual type and ~ωW ∈ L(AW ) be
the element given by Lemma 4.4.
(i) The subgroup LW := Z~ωW of L(AW ) is called the principal lattice of W , which
we shall often identify with Z.
(ii) Define an LW -graded k-algebra RW by
RW :=
⊕
d∈Z≥0
RW,d, RW,d := RAW ,d·~ωW .
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Denote by gr-RW the abelian category of finitely generated LW -graded RW -modules
and by tor-RW the full abelian subcategory of gr-RW whose objects are finite dimensional
LW -graded RW -modules.
Definition 4.7. Define an algebraic stack CW by
CW := [Spec(RW )\{0}/Spec(kLW )] . (4.7)
The abelian category coh(CW ) of coherent sheaves on the algebraic stack CW is equivalent
to gr-RW/tor-RW .
Our main purpose is to compare CAW with CW as algebraic stacks, or equivalently,
modL(AW )-RAW ,λ/torL(AW )-RAW ,λ with gr-RW/tor-RW as abelian categories, and relate
them to the hypersuface singularity with k∗-action defined by W .
5. Main Theorem
Theorem 5.1. Let W be a regular system of weights of dual type.
(i) There exist homogeneous elements x, y, z ∈ RW of degree a1, a2, a3 with respect to
LW such that RW ≃ k[x, y, z]/(fW ) for some weighted homogeneous polynomial
fW ∈ k[x, y, z] of degree h which defines at most an isolated singularity only at
the origin. In other words, RW is the graded ring of functions on the isolated
hypersurface singularity defined by W .
(ii) There exists an equivalence of abelian categories:
modL(AW )-RAW
/
torL(AW )-RAW ≃ gr-RW /tor-RW . (5.1)
Proof. Proofs for both of two statements are generalizations of those given by Geigle-
Lenzing [GL2] for the case ǫW = 1, which can be applied to the general cases here.
(i) The statement is shown by direct calculations using the classification of regular
systems of weights of dual type. Generators x, y, z and their unique relation
fW (x, y, z) are listed in Appendix below.
(ii) One sees that the functor
F : modL(AW )-RAW → gr-RW , M 7→ M |LW , (5.2)
defined by the natural inclusion RW ⊂ RAW is exact and essentially surjective
since by Kan extension there exists the right adjoint G of F such that F ◦G(M ′) ≃
M ′ for any M ′ ∈ gr-RW . Therefore, only one has to to show is that any module
N ∈ tor-RW is an essential image of a module N ′ ∈ tor-RAW , however, this also
follows from Proposition 1.3 in [GL1].

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6. Application
Corollary 6.1. Let W be a regular system of weights of dual type with ǫW < 0. The trian-
gulated category DgrSg(RW ) := D
b(gr-RW )
/
Db(grproj-RW ) has a full exceptional collection
(E1, . . . , EµW∗ ).
Proof. Orlov shows (Theorem 2.5 in [O]) that there exists a semi-orthogonal decompo-
sition
DgrSg(RW ) ≃
〈
RW/mW (a), . . . , RW/mW (a+ ǫW + 1), D
bcoh(CW )
〉
(6.1)
for any a ∈ Z where we denote by (·) the autoequivalence induced by the grading shift
functor on gr-RW and by mW the unique graded maximal ideal in RW . Combining our
main theorem with the Proposition 4.1 in [GL1], the statement follows. 
Remark 6.2. There is a isomorphism of functors (h) ≃ [2] on the triangulated category
DgrSg(RW ) where [1] is the translation functor.
Corollary 6.3. Let W be a regular system of weights of dual type. The triangulated
category DgrSg(RW ) has a full exceptional collection (E1, . . . , EµW∗ ).
Proof. Since W is of dual type, it is of ADE type or ǫW < 0. We know that a regular
system of type ADE has a full strongly exceptional collection [KST1], it is the direct
consequence of the previous corollary. 
7. Conjectures
In this section, we shall assume that k = C.
Definition 7.1. Let W be a regular system of weights of dual type.
(i) Set BW := AW ∗ and call it the dual signature of W .
(ii) Let BW = (β1, β2, β3) be the dual signature of W . Denote by fBW the defining
polynomial of the cusp singularity, namely, fBW := x
β1
1 + x
β2
2 + x
β3
3 + x1x2x3.
Remark 7.2. For singularities associated to regular system of weights with ǫW = −1,
i.e., Arnold’s 14 exceptional singularities, BW is called the Gabrielov number.
Kontsevich observed that the origin of mirror symmetry is a symmetry between
complex geometry and symplectic geometry. In particular, he conjectures that the alge-
braically constructed triangulated category in complex side should be triangulated equiv-
alent to the geometrically constructed one in symplectic side, and that mirror phenomena
should be explained from this triangulated equivalence.
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Let f be a polynomial which defines an isolated singularity only at the origin 0 ∈
C
n. Consider a polynomial f as a holomorphic map f : (Cn, 0) → (C, 0) and choose
a Morsification {ft}0≤t<1 of f, i.e., a smooth family of polynomials with f0 = f and
such that critical points of ft (t 6= 0) are isolated and non-degenerate. For very small
0 < t≪ δ ≪ ǫ≪ 1, put
X := {x ∈ Cn | ||x|| ≤ ǫ, |ft| ≤ δ}, (7.1)
D := {y ∈ C | |y| ≤ δ}. (7.2)
Then, after suitable modifications near the boundary, the holomorphic map ft : X → D
defines an exact Lefschetz fibration and the relative holomorphic form n − 1-form dx1 ∧
· · ·∧dxn/dft defines a relative Maslov map which enables one to define graded Lagrangian
submanifolds.
Theorem 7.3 (Seidel [Se1] [Se2]). There exists an A∞-category Fuk(f) called the Fukaya
category of the exact Lefschetz fibration such that
DbFuk(f) ≃ DbFuk→({γ•}), (7.3)
as a triangulated category, where Fuk→({γ•}) is the directed Fukaya category of a dis-
tinguished basis of vanishing graded Lagrangian submanifolds {γ•} := {γ1, . . . , γµ} in the
Milnor fiber Xy = f
−1
t (y). In particular, D
bFuk(f) is independent of all choices and is
an invariant of f . 
We expect that the topological mirror symmetry for isolated hypersurface singu-
larities can also be ”categorified”. The homological mirror symmetry principle leads the
following conjecture:
Conjecture 7.4 (Homological Mirror Symmetry for Weighted Projective Lines). Let W
be a regular system of weights of dual type. There should exist a triangulated equivalence
Dbcoh(CW ) ≃ DbFuk(fBW ). (7.4)
Remark 7.5. The above conjecture can be verified at the level of the Grothendieck group.
More precicely, one has the following isomorphism as a lattice(
K0(D
bcoh(CW )), χ+ tχ
) ≃ (H2(f−1BW ,t(y),Z),−I) . (7.5)
We expect that this conjecture follows from the following one since semi-orthogonal
decompositions of triangulated categories in algebraic geometry side should correspond
to operations ”blowing down” which are mirror dual to unfoldings of singularities in
symplectic geometry side.
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Conjecture 7.6 (HMS for regular systems of weights of dual type). Let W be a regular
system of weights of dual type.
(i) There should exist a triangulated equivalence
DgrSg(RW ) ≃ DbFuk(fW ∗). (7.6)
(ii) DbFuk(fW ∗) has the following semi-orthogonal decomposition
DbFuk(fW ∗) ≃
〈L(a), . . . ,L(a+ ǫW + 1), DbFuk(fBW )〉 , (7.7)
for any a ∈ Z, where L is an object of DbFuk(fW ∗) and (1) is the auto-equivalence
induced by the shift of the gradings of Lagrangian submanifolds by 2/h such that
(h) = [2] where [1] is the translation functor on DbFuk(fW ∗).
Remark 7.7. We can define an abelian group LfW for RW called the maximal grading
of RW in a similar way to Definition 4.1 by introducing the degree vectors for xi and
letting all monomials appearing in fW have the same degree vectors. As a result, RW
becomes LfW -graded and hence we can consider the triangulated category D
LfW
Sg (RW ). It
is expected that if fW is of the form listed in Appendix (without any conditions for their
exponents) then (W, Spec(kLW )) is topological mirror dual to (W
∗, {1}) with the sameW ∗
in the list. In this case, we can formulate the homological mirror symmetry conjecture
as a triangulated equivalence D
LfW
Sg (RW ) ≃ DbFuk(fW ∗). The above conjecture is the
special case for regular systems of weights with LW = Z (see Definition 3.4).
This homological mirror symmetry conjecture is one of motivations of our study
of the triangulated category DgrSg(RW ), from which we can expect that D
gr
Sg(RW ) has a
full strongly exceptional collection (see [T2]). Indeed, we prove this for several important
classes of regular systems of weights in [KST1] (forW corresponding to ADE singularities),
[KST2] (for W with ǫW = −1 including Arnold’s 14 exceptional singularities) and [T3]
(for W of Type I, II and III), where we also checked the homological mirror symmetry
conjecture at the level of Grothendieck group.
8. Appendix
The followings are data of weights, dual weights, signatures, generators and relations
of RW and of RW ∗ , for regular systems of weights of dual type.
8.1. Type I.
W = W ∗ = (p2p3, p3p1, p1p2; p1p2p3), (pi, pj) = 1, i = 1, 2, 3. (8.1)
AW = A
∗
W = (p1, p2, p3). (8.2)
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~lW = ( ~X1, ~X2, ~X3). (8.3)
x = X1, y = X2, z = X3. (8.4)
fW (x, y, z) = x
p1 + yp2 + zp3 . (8.5)
8.2. Type II.
W = (p3,
p1p3
p2
, (p2 − 1)p1; p1p3), (8.6)
W ∗ = (p3, p1p2, (
p3
p2
− 1)p1; p1p3), (8.7)
where p2 6= p3, p2|p3, (p1, p3) = 1, (p2 − 1, p3) = 1 and (p3/p2 − 1, p3) = 1.
AW = (p1,
p3
p2
, (p2 − 1)p1), AW ∗ = (p1, p2, (p3
p2
− 1)p1). (8.8)
~lW = ( ~X1 + ~X3, p1 ~X3, ~X2). (8.9)
x = X1X3, y = X
p1
3 , z = X2. (8.10)
fW (x, y, z) = x
p1 + yp2 + yz
p3
p2 . (8.11)
8.3. Type III.
W =W ∗ = (p2, p1q2, p1q3; p1p2), (8.12)
where (p1, p2) = 1, p2 + 1 = (q2 + 1)(q3 + 1) and (q2, q3) = 1.
AW = AW ∗ = (p1, p1q2, p1q3). (8.13)
~lW = ( ~X1 + ~X2 + ~X3, p1 ~X3, p1 ~X2). (8.14)
x = X1X2X3, y = X
p1
3 , z = X
p1
2 . (8.15)
fW (x, y, z) = x
p1 + yq3+1z + yzq2+1. (8.16)
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8.4. Type IV.
W = (
p3
p1
, (p1 − 1)p3
p2
, p2 − p1 + 1; p3), (8.17)
W ∗ = (p2, (
p3
p2
− 1)p1, p3
p1
− p3
p2
+ 1; p3), (8.18)
where p1 6= p2 6= p3, p1|p2, p2|p3, (p1−1, p2) = 1, (p2−p1+1, p3) = 1, (p3/p2−1, p3/p1) = 1
and (p3/p1 − p3/p2 + 1, p3) = 1.
AW = (
p3
p2
, (p1 − 1)p3
p2
, p2 − p1 + 1), AW = (p1, (p3
p2
− 1)p1, p3
p1
− p3
p2
+ 1). (8.19)
~lW =
(
p3
p2
~X2 + ~X3, p1 ~X3, ~X1 + ~X2
)
. (8.20)
x = X
p3
p2
2 X3, y = X
p1
3 , z = X1X2. (8.21)
fW (x, y, z) = x
p1 + xy
p2
p1 + yz
p3
p2 . (8.22)
8.5. Type V.
W = (lm−m+ 1, mk − k + 1, kl − l + 1; klm+ 1), (8.23)
W ∗ = (lm− l + 1, mk −m+ 1, kl − k + 1; klm+ 1). (8.24)
where (lm−m+1, klm+1) = 1C(mk−k+1, klm+1) = 1, and (kl− l+1, klm+1) = 1.
AW = (lm−m+1, mk−k+1, kl−l+1), AW ∗ = (lm−l+1, mk−m+1, kl−k+1). (8.25)
~lW = ( ~X2 + l ~X3, ~X1 + k ~X2, ~X3 +m ~X1). (8.26)
x = X2X
l
3, y = X1X
k
2 , z = X3X
m
1 . (8.27)
fW (x, y, z) = zx
k + xym + yzl. (8.28)
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